Information Workflow
My Information Categories

• Stuff** I Read/Review Immediately
  • Keep some

• Stuff** I Select to Read Later
  • Keep some

• Stuff** I Keep and Organize

** text, videos, audio files, etc
My Information Process

Collect and Read Immediately

Read Later and/or Select

Store and Organize
Read Now

- Aggregators
  - Zite
  - Feedly

- Newspapers
  - The New York Times
  - The Wall Street Journal
  - The Washington Post

- Search
  - Google
  - Apple Safari
Read Later

- Pocket
- Saving to Pocket
  - Via Email
  - From...
    - Flipboard to Pocket
    - Zite to Pocket
    - Browsers to Pocket
Keep and Organize

- Evernote
- Saving to Evernote
  - From a Browser
  - Via Email